
Native Ad Blueprints
The next generation of native ads 
in email newsletters



Native ads, or the concept of native ads, have been around way before 

email or the internet came to be. Advertorials, which are ads in the form of 

editorial content, were the equivalent of native ads in the 1900s. Like any 

worthwhile idea or concept, advertorials evolved to meet the changes in 

consumer habits and innovations in media. Although different types of 

native ads were around throughout the early 2000s, the format we've come 

to know didn't arrive on the scene until about 2011.

 

Fast-forward ten years and native ads are now the preferred premium ad 

format for publishers and brands alike. 

Like native ads, email newsletters have also evolved with consumer habits 

and innovations in technology. Once viewed as just a value-add to more 

significant web inventory deals, email newsletters are now critical to 

monetization strategies. Thanks to technology like LiveIntent's Native Ad 

Blueprints, businesses can directly or programmatically sell native ads in 

email newsletters, in addition to display ads, and can do so with improved 

ease and efficiency. 

Introduction

 Native Display Ad Spending - US, 2017-2021,  eMarketer, July 2020

 The Ultimate Native Ads Guide, Native Advertising Institute, June 2020

According to eMarketer, spend for native display 
ads will reach $57.27 billion in 2021, a fitting 
figure for a format that garners 53 percent more 
engagement than display ads.  
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Whether you're a publisher or brand looking to incorporate native ads into 

your email newsletter monetization strategy, we've got you covered. In this 

eBook, you'll learn everything you need to know about native ads in email 

newsletters, including how Native Ad Blueprints can help you:

How this eBook can help

Incorporate native ads into your email newsletters1

Improve operational efficiency for your ad operations 

and trafficking teams
2

Diversify revenue streams for your business3
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Native ads and 
email newsletters: 
A pair for the ages

Native Ad Blueprints



Native ads are formatted to match their surroundings and environment. 

Unlike other digital ad formats, native ads are non-intrusive and less 

disruptive to the reader experience. An unusual and unfortunate 

phenomenon in digital advertising is the development of banner blindness 

amongst internet users. Banner blindness is a form of selective attention in 

which a user unconsciously ignores information presented in a banner ad. 

However, with native ads, sellers of native newsletter ad inventory don't 

need to worry about banner blindness, as native ads provide a more 

seamless, less interruptive experience that also drives engagement. 

This doesn't mean that native ads deceive users into clicking on and engaging with 

the ads. The Interactive Advertising Bureau (IAB) has implemented clear and strict 

guidelines ensuring all native ads indicate that they are paid or sponsored. You can 

learn more about those guidelines in the IAB's Native Advertising Playbook 2.0.

✏

  Take note!

What are native ads?
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Email newsletters and native ads are like Frodo and Samwise, Monica and 

Rachel, Batman and Robin. They're a perfect pair, and here's why.

For starters, email newsletters are a powerful content distribution channel 

to which audiences must opt-in and subscribe, creating a direct connection 

between a publisher or brand and their subscribers. By placing native ad 

slots in email newsletters, businesses can transform this content distribution 

channel into a net-new revenue stream. Since email is a logged-in 

environment, publishers and brands can boast reach with real, engaged 

people in a far less cluttered or noisy channel than most others. For these 

reasons, email newsletter advertising garners higher engagement rates for 

newsletter advertisers and higher CPMs for publishers and brands.

Now, when you combine email newsletters with highly engaging native ads, 

publishers unlock a wealth of new opportunities that expand far beyond the 

premium CPMs that display ads offer, including operational efficiencies and 

improved reader experience.

Native ads in email newsletters
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Native ad serving in email newsletters has long depended on using 

custom HTML as JavaScript is not available in the email environment. 

Historically, native ad slots have been hardcoded into email 

newsletters, which means ad operations teams had to manually add 

or remove HTML code from newsletter templates for each campaign. 

The coding of native email ads has presented one of two problems 

for inventory suppliers:

Having too small a team to take on the operational lift of 

manually hardcoding email newsletters, eliminating native 

ads as a viable option for ad inventory entirely.

1

Losing significant resources to the persistent hardcoding 

of email newsletters.
2
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The evolution of native ads in email newsletters

<table width="auto" cellpadding="0" 

cellspacing="0"><tr><td colspan="2" align="left" 

valign="top" style="padding:0 0px"><a 

href="https://li.example.com/click?

s=123456&li={LIST_ID}&e={EMAIL}

&p={PLACEMENT_ID}&stpe=default" 

target="_blank"><img src="https://

li.example.com/click?s=123456&li={LIST_ID}

&e={EMAIL}&p={PLACEMENT_ID}

&stpe=default&li_coord=desktop&collapse_width

={INSERT DESKTOP MAX WIDTH HERE AS 

INTEGER}" width="{INSERT TEMPLATE MAX 

WIDTH HERE AS INTEGER}" border="0" 

style="display:block;height:auto;width:100%;max-

width:{INSERT TEMPLATE MAX WIDTH HERE AS 

INTEGER}px;" alt="" class="lihide" /> </a></td></

tr><tr><td colspan="2" align="left" 

valign="top"><!--[if !mso]><!--><div 

style="display:none; float:left; overflow:hidden; 

width:0; max-height:0; line-height:0;" 

class="lishow"><table width="auto" 

cellpadding="0" cellspacing="0"><tr><td 

align="left" valign="top" style="padding:0 0px"><a 

href="https://li.example.com/click?

s=123456&li={LIST_ID}&e={EMAIL}

&p={PLACEMENT_ID}&stpe=default" 

target="_blank"><img src="https://

li.example.com/click?s=123456&li={LIST_ID}

&e={EMAIL}&p={PLACEMENT_ID}

&stpe=default&li_coord=mobile&collapse_width={

INSERT MOBILE MAX WIDTH HERE AS 

INTEGER}" width="100%" border="0" 

style="display:block;height:auto;" alt="" /></a></

td></tr></table></div><!--<![endif]--></td></

tr><tr><td align="left"><a style="display: block; 

max-width: 116px;  max-height: 

15px;"href="https://li.example.com/click?

s=123456&li={LIST_ID}&e={EMAIL}

&p={PLACEMENT_ID}&stpe=static" 

rel="nofollow"><img src="https://li.example.com/

click?s=123456&li={LIST_ID}&e={EMAIL}

&p={PLACEMENT_ID}&stpe=static" border="0" /

></a></td><td align="right"> <a style="display: 

block; max-width: 69px;  max-height: 15px;" 

href="https://li.example.com/click?

s=123456&li={LIST_ID}&e={EMAIL}

&p={PLACEMENT_ID}&stpe=static" 

rel="nofollow"><img src="https://li.example.com/

click?s=123456&li={LIST_ID}&e={EMAIL}

&p={PLACEMENT_ID}&stpe=static" border="0" /

></a> </td></tr></table>
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However, with Native Ad Blueprints, those days are behind us.



What are Native Ad Blueprints?

The evolution of native ads in email newsletters

Native Ad Blueprints enable ad operations and marketing 

teams to define the look and feel of a native ad slot’s 

appearance within an email newsletter’s HTML template. 

Let's take a closer look at the operational efficiencies and 

benefits that Native Ad Blueprints provide sellers of 

newsletter ad inventory.

If that weren't cool enough, by implementing a 
one-time tag placement, Native Ad Blueprints 
eliminate the need to hardcode ads, saving teams 
hours of work. 
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Hardcoded native ads vs. 
Native Ad Blueprints

Run multiple campaigns with dynamic ads Leverage multiple targeting options

Hardcoded native ads have limitations when it comes to targeting and 

scope. When native campaigns are hardcoded, targeting options only 

extend to an individual newsletter send, the send date/time, and email list. 

Native Ad Blueprints allow you to set personalized rules to deliver different 

advertisements to each reader without having to segment your subscriber 

list. You can also enable targeting using first-party audiences, demographic 

groups, and interest-based segments.

With hardcoded native ads, only a single campaign creative can run at a 

time. Ad operations teams have minimal flexibility in swapping out creative 

based on user interest or running multiple campaigns across a newsletter 

program. However, with Native Ad Blueprints, teams can run concurrent 

campaigns that dynamically target, serve, and optimize upon email open. 

The evolution of native ads in email newsletters 7



Improve trafficking efficiency Your control center for native ad inventory in email

Swapping native creatives in-and-out of ad slots is an arduous and time-

consuming process for trafficking teams that use hardcoded native ads in 

email newsletters. With Native Ad Blueprints, you can benefit from the 

efficiencies of a programmatic solution. Teams can set up flights ahead of 

schedule, support creative rotation and personalization with dynamic ad 

serving, and access consolidated reporting. The streamlined workflow 

supports running multiple campaigns simultaneously, ultimately helping you 

increase your trafficking velocity. 

Native Ad Blueprints centralize all your native email ad inventory in one 

single platform for easy inventory management. Conveniently create and 

manage native inventory with access to tools controlling flooring, 

blocking, and demand source. Our consultative support team stands at 

the ready to help with any questions, from inventory setup and 

trafficking to yield management.  

The evolution of native ads in email newsletters 8



Demand sources
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Direct-sold campaigns
Guaranteed (aka sponsorships)

Non-Guaranteed

Guaranteed campaigns let you execute on exclusive deals with your 

advertising partners with ease. Similar to sponsorship deals for web 

inventory, you can set aside exclusive impressions for sponsors over a 

given time for a predefined price. Guaranteed campaigns can be run across 

publications, newsletters, and ad slots. 

There are several ways by which one can sell native ad email inventory. The main demand sources for 

your email newsletter inventory include direct-sold and the open exchange.

Demand sources

Where guaranteed campaigns reserve impressions for a single sponsor, 

non-guaranteed campaigns allow multiple advertisers to compete for 

impressions in an auction. Non-guaranteed campaigns can have branding 

or performance goals, each of which can be optimized to impressions, 

clicks, or conversions. By opening up your inventory to demand from the 

open exchange, you can increase bid density, revenue, and, ultimately, your 

overall yield. 

Guaranteed

Non-
Guaranteed
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Curated Deals

You also have the ability to group combinations of native inventory 

(publications, newsletters, and ad slots) into packages. Packages offer a 

means to create premium bundles that spotlight your readership to 

advertisers. There are three main types of packages you can create — 

content, audience, and seasonal. For example, you can group newsletters 

appealing to common interests like food and entertainment into a content 

package. Try packaging your inventory and audiences around seasonal 

events like Black Friday or Prime Day. 

You can then activate the native packages you create at scale through 

Curated Deals. Curated Deals let advertisers conveniently target your 

premium packages through their preferred buying platform. Essentially, it’s 

a direct-style buy through programmatic pipes helping to maximize yield by 

funneling high-CPM deals into your program and building greater trust and 

transparency between partners with a direct option.

Having native email inventory provides the opportunity to expand your ad 

product suite and offer advertisers a premium option. Running direct-sold 

campaigns natively suit a variety of business goals and are great options for 

content sponsorships, affiliate product promotion, and brand partner deals.

Demand sources

Curated Deals

11



Open exchange campaigns

In addition to direct-sold campaigns, you can utilize the exchange in order 

to access a wider network of advertisers eager to bid on your native ad 

email inventory. The exchange sources its demand from LiveIntent's 

Demand-Side Platform (DSP) and DSP partners like The Trade Desk. You 

can choose which demand source you want to accept or enable all DSP 

options to have advertising campaigns compete against one another for 

your inventory. 

Demand sources

With both native direct and programmatic options, 
you can monetize every single impression by 
filling unsold inventory with demand from our 
native exchange. 

12



The LiveIntent DSP

This is our network of premium advertisers with whom LiveIntent has 

direct partnerships. Our advertisers come from a range of categories, 

including trusted brands such as Bombas, Liberty Mutual, Motley Fool, 

Penguin Random House, Thrive Causemetics, Wayfair, and many more. 

Our DSP partners 

LiveIntent partners with top DSPs you are familiar with to bring demand to 

native ad email inventory. For example, BidSwitch, DV360, The Trade Desk, 

Verizon Media, and Xandr just to name a few. By tapping into exchange 

demand from these DSPs, you stand to generate even greater demand for 

your inventory.

Demand sources
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Companies spend countless resources carefully crafting and building out 

their brand identity. After all, a business’s brand sets it apart from the rest 

and helps build recognition and relationships with audiences. With so 

many ways to reach and engage audiences these days, brands must take 

extra care to preserve their brand identity and the reader’s experience 

across all channels.

 

Email newsletters are an especially valuable channel to businesses as it’s 

one of the few in which they can reach and engage audiences without any 

third-party noise. The idea, then, of monetizing email newsletters by 

opening them up to advertisers may leave some feeling apprehensive.

Protecting brand identity and reader experience

However, there are several ways by which a business 
can uphold its brand identity and deliver a positive 
reader experience while monetizing its email 
newsletters with native ads. Here’s how. 

15



Solutions like Native Ad Blueprints help ensure ads match the branding 

and style of your email newsletters. With Native Ad Blueprints, traditional 

media publishers and brands can determine the creative parameters for 

native advertising within their email newsletters. And because native ads 

reflect their newsletter environment, they are less intrusive than other 

forms of advertising. 

Protect your brand identity

Protecting brand identity and reader experience

With native ads in email you can actually enhance 
the reader's experience by delivering ads that are 
not only unobtrusive but also contextually 
relevant and valuable to your readers. 

See how inventory demand increase 

and advertising revenue grow by 

inventory demand increase and advertising 

revenue grow by 55%

Mobile devices are responsible for at 

least 50% of all email opens
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Allow List

 A list of approved domains. Allow lists 

require regular updates to ensure that 

new and vetted advertisers are placed 

on your allow list so that they can bid on 

your inventory.

Block list

A list of domains that are not allowed to 

advertise in your email inventory. This is 

the most effective way to scale revenue 

and allows for a larger pool of 

advertisers, especially new ones, to bid 

on your inventory.

Block lists and allow lists
Robust blocking options and controls are key to ensuring native ad content always aligns with your brand and the 

premium experience your readers have come to know and love. Native Ad Blueprints support the following ad quality 

mechanisms to safeguard your native ad experience.

Protecting brand identity and reader experience 17



Additional safeguards

Creative Approval

Review and identify unwanted 

creatives and prevent them from 

appearing in your inventory again by 

adding them to your block list.

Category Blocking

Prevent advertisers within a specific 

IAB category from advertising in 

your inventory.

Tier Blocking

Opt into predefined brand safety tiers 

and LiveIntent will automatically 

block sensitive categories like politics 

and cannabis.

Domain Blocking

Create a custom list of domains that 

are not allowed to advertise in your 

email inventory.

Protecting brand identity and reader experience 18
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Be sure to devote a little space in your newsletter to put your own 

promotions in front of your most engaged audience — your 

newsletter readers! Promoting your own products and services to 

customers is yet another way to drive revenue using your native 

ads. But before we explore different marketing use cases, a word 

on first-party data.

✏

  Don’t forget!
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Based on reader or shopper behavior, you can curate campaigns for 

specific audience segments and then target them accordingly within your 

email newsletters. 

The icing on the cake is that you can easily set up your marketing 

promotions to serve only when your direct deals aren’t running, striking a 

harmonious balance between marketing and ad revenue. Let’s dig in.

Marketing campaign opportunities with native ads

First-party data

Whether you’re a traditional publisher or a retail 
company, if you have a database with information 
like customer purchases, subscriptions, loyalty 
programs, and the like, you can supercharge your 
native marketing efforts.  

21



Marketing campaign use cases 

Marketing campaign opportunities with native ads

Promoting your own products within your email newsletter is also another 

great use of your inventory that can help drive additional revenue for your 

business. Let’s look at an example.

Imagine you’re a health and wellness brand that sells protein shakes, 

powders, and bars. You notice that a segment of your audience only ever 

purchases chocolate flavored shakes. You could launch a “Chocolate 

Lovers” campaign, promoting a package of your chocolate products at a 

discounted price for your audiences that can’t get enough of your 

chocolate-flavored goods.

Product campaign

We all know the stat: it’s 5x more expensive to acquire a new customer than 

it is to keep one. So, why not show your loyal customers a little love and 

appreciation for their continued business? By leveraging your first-party 

data you can identify customers that have consistently purchased your 

products over a given period of time and reward them with a special 

promotion via your email newsletter as a “thank-you for choosing us.”

Loyalty campaign

22



Marketing campaign opportunities with native ads

Native ads can also help you to re-engage lapsed customers in your email 

newsletters. Lapsed customers not opening your newsletters? No worries. 

You can target them on the open exchange, reaching them in newsletters 

they are reading to win them back.

Before you get started however, it’s important to first understand the 

timeframe that constitutes inactivity; a kitchen appliance brand and a 

detergent brand would classify these timeframes very differently. Once 

you’ve identified the timeframe that qualifies inactive or lapsed customers, 

you’re ready to kick things off. Target your lapsed customers with 

messaging that inspires them to check out your newest products or an old 

favorite. Letting them know you noticed their absence can go a long way for 

your business.

Re-engagement campaigns

Suppose you’re a media company that wants to encourage its subscribers 

to upgrade from a free plan to a paid digital subscription. You can use your 

first-party audience data to identify those subscribers and target them 

with ads in your email newsletters encouraging them to sign up for a 

paid subscription. 

With Native Ad Blueprints you can also run multiple marketing campaigns at 

once. So, while you market paid subscriptions to those on a free plan, you 

might choose to market other newsletters to those paying subscribers by 

leveraging first-party data like reader behavior or attributes. Building off the 

previous example: say you learn that a segment of your paying subscribers 

are interested in finance news. You can then launch a marketing campaign 

promoting sign-ups for a new financial newsletter targeting only your paying 

subscribers interested in finance news.

Acquisition campaign

23
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Armed with all this information you might feel ready to dive in and 

implement Native Ad Blueprints into your email newsletters. However, 

before you do, it's important to first consider the newsletter's design and 

layout to ensure optimal performance and yield. Read on for newsletter 

design considerations.

What to consider

Preparing your blueprint

Inbox

LOGO

HEADLINE

SUBHEAD

AD SLOT

IMAGE

BUTTON

AD SLOT
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Think about where the native ad placement should appear within the email 

newsletter. Identifying where your native ad slots will sit within your email 

newsletter will help guide the size of the ad unit. This is an important detail 

for your blueprint and the elements needed to transform the ad slot into an 

actual native ad blueprint (headline, body copy, images, etc.).

 

For instance, an ad unit at the very top of your email newsletter will be 

immediately visible to everyone that opens it. Does this mean then that this 

placement should have more subtle branding to not confuse readers upon 

opening their newsletter? Consider for a moment a large ad slot. This 

format is well-suited for an image and longer body text. Does that work well 

with the rest of the branding in your email newsletter? There is no right or 

wrong answer, and depends on your business goals and preferences.

Native ad slot placement

Preparing your blueprint

Here are some helpful questions to ask your team and stakeholders 

before designing your blueprint:

Should native placements lend themselves to 

high-visibility sponsorships?
1

How should advertiser messaging appear alongside the 

newsletter's content?
3

Should native ads be an exact size or similar match to the 

newsletter's content?
4

How is the editorial content structured in the newsletter?2

26



AD SLOT

When monetizing email newsletters, achieving the highest fill-rate possible 

is essential to business success, which is why implementing a single-

column email template design is critical. Suppose fluctuations in demand 

occur or campaigns are sparse. In that case, a single-column design 

enables your native ad slot to automatically collapse when there are no 

booked campaigns or exchange demand for a given impression—a unique 

feature available with LiveIntent’s Native LiveTag—ensuring a seamless, 

uninterrupted flow of content without gaps or empty ad slots. 

 

Of course, if you're interested in revamping your email newsletter design or 

haven't launched your newsletter program yet, now's a great time to start. 

The overall look and feel of your email newsletter template will inform how 

you'll set up your Native Ad Blueprints. So don't put the cart before the 

horse—ensure your template is adequately set up, and then you can get 

started on your blueprint design.

The email newsletter template

Preparing your blueprint

IMAGE

LOGO

HEADLINE
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With insight into where the ad slots will sit within the email newsletter, their 

prominence, and visibility, one can move on to the blueprint design.

 

Because Native Ad Blueprints standardize the look and feel of your 

newsletter ad slots, you'll need to specify ad unit requirements. 

Typical ad requirements include a headline, body copy, call-to-action, image, 

and “sponsored by” field that displays a company name or logo.

 

Notice we said typical ad requirements. Although most ad units include these 

elements, it doesn't mean they're all necessary. Consider which components 

are a must-have for your blueprint when accepting exchange demand and 

which are recommended.

For example, if an ad with a headline and CTA, but without body copy looks 

fine alongside your content, make body copy a recommended asset instead 

of required one.

 

If you require all elements, advertisers who don't provide all the requirements 

will be ineligible to bid on your inventory. This prevents native ads served in 

the newsletter from appearing incomplete. However, by strategically making 

some assets recommended, you enable demand from advertisers who may 

have otherwise been ineligible to bid on that inventory. 

Designing the blueprint 29
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Conclusion
Hopefully, you’ve come away with a clear understanding of how native ads have 

evolved with the email newsletter channel and the benefits it can unlock for your 

team and your monetization strategy. To recap, those benefits include:

Native Ad Blueprints free-up resources by 

alleviating operational friction like manually 

hardcoding newsletters and provides a 

centralized location for inventory management.

Improved efficiency

With Native Ad Blueprints you can maximize your 

inventory improving yield and your overall 

monetization strategy.

Increased yield

Monetize your email newsletters without 

compromising brand identity or reader experience. 

Greater control

Leverage your first-party data and native ad 

inventory to market your own products and 

services and drive incremental revenue. 

Marketing opportunities

Native Ad Blueprints 30



If you’d like to learn more about Native Ad Blueprints and how to monetize 

your email newsletters, we’re happy to help. Contact us to speak with an 

expert or reach out to your dedicated LiveIntent team.

Native Ad Blueprints

Before you go…

Get in touch

31
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Native Ad Blueprints

LiveIntent’s people-based marketing platform provides 

publishers and advertisers innovative ways to monetize 

their email, acquire new customers, and retain valuable 

relationships. Through enriching a brand’s data, we make 

it possible for them to better understand their audience 

and refine their targeting to engage customers.

For more information, check out our Native Solutions

LiveIntent remains 
committed to utilizing the 
power of email to connect 
brands with over 200 million 
authenticated readers across 
all types of media.

https://www.liveintent.com/monetization-solutions/native/?utm_medium=content&utm_source=ebook&utm_campaign=native-supply&utm_content=nabs-ebook

